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pulse was 120, and a splitting headache, he became better
in the evening awaking next morning weak and hungry.
Of this experiment he calmly concludes: "There is every
reason to believe, that if I had taken four or five inspirations
instead of three, they would have destroyed life immediately
without producing any painful sensation."
Coleridge, Southey, Wedgwood, Tobin, the Edge-
worths and many others recorded their sensations while
breathing nitrous oxide. Davy's discovery immediately
became famous, as there is a wide interest in things that
affect the human body. The Pneumatic Institution
received many new patients, and prospered.
While investigating the physiological properties of the
gas, and demonstrating them with wonderful skill, Davy
researched with extreme intensity on the chemistry of the
oxides of nitrogen. In ten months he had collected many
new facts. He showed that the decomposition of am-
monium nitrate can occur in several ways and is accompanied
by absorption of heat. He gave a very tolerable estimate of
the percentages of nitrogen and oxygen in nitrous oxide,
and methods of obtaining the gas pure. He discusses the
composition of the air, and supposes it a compound of
oxygen and nitrogen.
The purely chemical part of his work on nitrous oxide
showed a brilliant talent, but not a genius. Davy's highest
gifts are not seen in systematic analysis, or in a logical
comprehension of a variety of facts within a general theoiy.
They are seen in isolated experiments whose results enabled
him to throw light into new regions of phenomena. He
was a breaker of obscurity. The surveying and classifying
of the hosts of new phenomena revealed by his raiding
intellect was better done by others,
Davy collected the new chemical and physiological facts
for his treatise on Nitrous Oxide in ten months, and wrote
his description of them, a book containing over eighty
thousand words, in three months. Before his astonishing
book had left the press he had already found the next
subject for the exercise of his genius. During the same
period he read widely, wrote various essays, and much verse.

